Science Program from Kindy - Year 2

This term sees our students from Kindergarten to Year Two exploring and engaging in Science with our fabulous science teacher Ms Featherson, the ultimate Mythbuster! St Patrick’s primary school is not only committed to engaging our students for Australia’s future but is leading the way in primary education by re-imaging science education within a primary setting. You can see the spark of excitement that stems from our early childhood students as they learn to gain a better understanding of the world around them.

All students from Kindergarten through to Year Two this term will have a specialised science lesson once a week with Ms Featherson in a dedicated science room. We believe our students are naturally curious and love investigating. Through this innovative program, we are capturing their imagination as the best teachers do by offering our students flexibility in letting them explore ideas through a dedicated science inquiry program.

Thanks Ms Featherson for making science a fun reality at St Patrick’s!